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Time to pay (04) In context: 3-5 minutes What are they doing? Pam is

Yes, Ma'am. 5. ... Receipt â€“ the paper that contains a record of everything you have bought. 5. ... Cashier â€“ the person you pay at the supermarket/ grocery store. 
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GOING TO THE SUPERMARKET (07) Time to pay (04)



In context: 3-5 minutes



1. Hello. How are you today?



3. Is this it?



2. Fine, thank you. 5. Alright. The total is $3.46 (three dollars and forty –six cents.)



4. Yes, Ma’am.



6. Here you go. (gives the cashier a ten dollar bill)



7. Your change is $6. 64 (six dollars and forty-six cents) and here is your receipt.



8. Thank you!



Pam



Cashier



What are they doing? Pam is checking out at the supermarket. She is talking to the cashier.



9. Have a nice day!



Vocabulary: 3-5 minutes Review the phrases below. 1. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.



Is this it? – means “Do you need anything else?” Alright – another way to say “ok” Here you go – used when you are giving something to someone else Change – the money you get back after paying Receipt – the paper that contains a record of everything you have bought Check out – paying at the supermarket/ grocery store Cashier – the person you pay at the supermarket/ grocery store $ - dollar sign £ - pound sign to hand – another way to say “to give”



Culture tip: 1-2 minutes In the United States we use “dollars” and “cents.” $4.25 (four dollars and twenty-five cents) In the United Kingdom, we use “pounds” and “pence.”£4.25 (four pounds and twenty-five pence) Language tip: 1-2 minutes “Receipt” has a silent “p.” The pronunciation is like “re-seat.”



Time to pay: Dialogue 3-5 minutes Review the conversation below. Alexandra is at the supermarket and she is ready to check out. She is talking to the cashier Cashier: Alexandra: Cashier: Alexandra: Cashier: Alexandra: Cashier:



Hello, how are you this afternoon? Fine, thank you. Is this it? Yes, sir. Alright. The total is $15.86 (fifteen dollars and eighty-six cents) Here you go. (hands the cashier a twenty dollar bill) Your change is $3.14 (three dollars and fourteen cents) and here is your receipt. Alexandra: Thank you! Cashier: Have a nice day! Written Practice: 5-8 minutes Write the numbers in words. Be sure to look at the money sign. 1. £5.89__________________ 2. $6.90__________________ 3. $ 3.43__________________ 4. £12.54__________________ 5. £ 10.48__________________ Choose the correct word to fill in the blanks. 1. Hello, how ____ you this afternoon? (were, are) 2. Is ____it? (this, that) 3. The _______ is $3.20. (receipt, total) 4. Here you _____. (go, are) 5. Your _______ is $1.80. (change, total)



Fill in the blanks. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



Another way to say “Do you need anything else?” is __________________. The paper record given after you pay is called a __________________. The person you pay at a supermarket is called a __________________. When you are giving someone something you can say __________________. Another way to say “ok” is __________________. The money you get back after paying is called your __________________.



Read and say it!: 3-5 minutes Read the conversation below on your own. Cashier: Pam: Cashier: Pam: Cashier: Pam: Cashier: Pam: Cashier:



Hello, how are you this afternoon? Fine, thank you. Is this it? Yes, sir. Alright. The total is $15.86 (fifteen dollars and eighty-six cents) Here you go. (hands the cashier a twenty dollar bill) Your change is $3.14 (three dollars and fourteen cents) and here is your receipt. Thank you! Have a nice day!



Answer the questions about the dialogue. 1. What is the cost of Pam’s groceries? ______________________ 2. What about of money does Pam give the cashier? ________________ 3. How much change does Pam get? ________________



Practice with your teacher: 3-5 minutes Practice the conversation below with your teacher. Situation: Your teacher is the cashier. You are at the supermarket and ready to check out. Have a conversation with the cashier about the cost of the order.



Quiz: 5-10 minutes Match the vocabulary with the correct definition. 1. Check out 2. Alright 3. Is this it? 4. Cashier 5. $ 6. £ 7. Receipt 8. Here you go. 9. Change



A. the paper record you get after paying B. used when giving something to someone C. paying a the supermarket D. the money you get back after paying E. pound F. ok G. Do you need anything else? H. dollar I. the person you pay



Choose a word from the box to fill in the blank. alright



afternoon



is



and



here



nice



fine



your



thank receipt



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



yes



Hello, how are you this _________? _________, thank you. _________ this it? _________, sir. _________. The total is £13.46 (thirteen pounds and forty-six pence) _________ you go. (hands the cashier a twenty pound bill) _________ change is £6. 54 (six pounds and fifty-four pence) _________ here is your _________. 8. _________ you! 9. Have a _________ day! Complete the table with numbers or words. 1. £5.68 2. 3. 4. £18. 43 5. $7.24



Three dollars and sixty-two cents Eight pounds and forty-three pence
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Talking about your preferences (04) In context: 3-5 minutes What are 

Me too and I also like non-fiction books! What about you ... 4. Do you like chocolate? ... (just/did). 6. Me ____ ! (to/too). Put the sentences into the correct order. 1.
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who is doing what where - ReliefWeb 

Mar 20, 2006 - Secondary Road. Line of Control. Province. District. Tehsil. AFFECTED. No. Yes. The boundaries and names and the designations used on this ...
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Where do you live? (3) Your City (01) In context: 3-5 minutes What are 

Hi Greg, I'm Matt. It's nice to meet you too. Greg: What city do you live in? Matt: I live in Little Rock, Arkansas. What about you? Greg: I live in Phoenix, Arizona.
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Getting oriented (06) Asking where a place is (02) In context: What are 

Ok. So I should walk down to the stop sign and take a right at the flower shop. Then, keep walking and past the corner store I will see the library? 6. That's right.
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What are the time displayed in italics? - KGS FAQ 

Oct 23, 2007 - 10:00 with a french client, or 8/29/07 10:00 AM with an english client. ... The client uses your computer time to convert the time to yourlocal time.
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SOCIALIZING (04) Talking about hobbies (04) In context: 3-5 minutes 

What about you? Nancy: Pretty ______. Hey, what are you ______ to do this weekend? Rob: I am going to ______ the piano. Nancy: Do you play ______? Rob:.
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Workshop Early trade statistics: What are they ... - Guillaume Daudin's 

May 23, 2014 - bad expertise. This workshop will examine the production of part of the earliest available macroeconomic statistics: those dealing with trade.
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transparence - Publish What You Pay 

6 juin 2015 - en compte l'apport de la popula- tion en terme de besoins", a-t-elle déclaré. Avant d'ajouter : "Dans le temps, il y a eu des investisse- ments que la population n'a pas demandés et qui n'ont servi à rien, parce qu'ils ne répondent pas 
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Chapter 7, vocabulary 3 What they need - English is cool 

Chapter 7, vocabulary 3. What they need paper a pencil pens a ruler flour an oven bricks a trowel a bus a knife / knives meat medicine a comfortable chair.
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Whose Organs are they, anyway? 

When the person has died, the problem of body ownership becomes a tricky one, ... One can move no further in the process of finding the best approach.
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What is GIS and What is Not? 

Implementing this idea took many years to complete satisfactorily, both because of the software ..... It becomes more and more clear as we progress that.
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Vocabulary (01) Body - Hand (08) In context: 3-5 minutes There are 

There are many different parts of the body. Below is our ... 3-5 minutes. Review the pictures and phrases below. ... Language Tip ... ______. Read and Say it!
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1: What is Interior Prayer? (Luke: 24:13-35) 

than you would think who would 'do interior prayer' ... In addition, there is reciprocity in love: God doesn't just love us ... Truth and love are what all men desire.
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What are Cognitive Tools? 

Nov 27, 2007 - This paper discusses the idea of cognitive tools for learning. ..... encouraged the learner to progress through such conceptual stages without.
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What teenager are you 

1) Your mother shouts at you because you haven't tidied your bedroom a) You are ... c) You stay with your friends ... have good sides, fortunately, but in your ...
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What are nitrate patches? 

The medication is incompatible (and should not be used when taking) other vasodilators such as Viagra, Cialis, Levitra and similar drugs. Topical nitric oxide ...
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What Are Wortmann Airfoils 

edge radii, feature camber relief be- tween 40% and 70% of chord and have ... Figure 2 polar diagram presents cl vs. cd' data for the three airfoils, as deter-.
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What are Intentions? 

the time scale and in terms of the very short term motor intentions and control processes Libet considers. .... recent review of a series of 52 patients who underwent electrical stimulation suggests sensory .... by the motor systems of the medial fro
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GETTING ORIENTED (06) I'm lost (05) In context: 3-5 minutes What 

He is asking a stranger for directions to his house. 9. Thank you! 1. Excuse me. I am lost. I am trying to get home. Can you help me? 2. Sure. Where do you live?
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VERBS (2) Basic Verbs (01) In Context 3-5 min What is a verb? In this 

1. I am English.______. 2. She has a dog.______. 3. We are happy.______. 4. Alex is fine.______. 5. They have a red car.______. 6. You are my friend.______.
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Rapport Niger OK - Publish What You Pay 

Des audits périodiques de l'environnement seront menés pour s'assurer de la performance ..... des accidents de travail et des maladies professionnelles ; ainsi qu'aux ..... 59 http://w w w .areva.com. /group/liblocal/docs/developpem ent-durable/2012/
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SOCIALIZING (04) Talking about your day (03) In context: 3-5 minutes 

Talking about your day (03). In context: 3-5 minutes. What are they doing? Leslie, Matt, and Reba are friends. Leslie and Matt are asking Reba about her day.
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SOCIALIZING (04) Asking someone out (05) In context: 3-5 minutes 

I would _____ to ______ you ______. 4. That ______ be ______. 5. Perhaps we ______ go out ____ dinner tomorrow ______? Answer the questions below: 1.
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Vocabulary (01) Telling Time (14) In context: 3-5 minutes Look at the 

Any time on the right side of the clock we use the word â€œafterâ€� or â€œpast.â€� Example: ... When we talk about time we can use approximate phrases like: about, almost.
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